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Abstract— Recently, we have proposed two complementary
approaches, top-down and bottom-up, to multilevel supervisory
control of discrete-event systems. In this paper, we compare
and combine these approaches. The combined approach has
strong features of both approaches, namely, a lower complexity
of the top-down approach with the generality of the bottom-
up approach. We show that, for prefix-closed languages, a
posteriori supervisors computed in the bottom-up manner do
not alter maximal permissiveness within the three-level coordi-
nation control architecture, that is, the supremal three-level
conditionally-controllable and conditionally-normal language
can always be computed in a distributed way using multilevel
coordination. Moreover, a general polynomial-time procedure
for non-prefix closed case is proposed based on coordinators
for nonblockingness and a posteriori supervisors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Discrete-event abstractions of complex engineering sys-
tems have often a modular structure and typically consist of
either a large Petri nets or a network (synchronous product)
of finite automata. Supervisory control theory was introduced
to provide a formal guarantee of safety and nonblockingness
for these systems. Modular and decentralized supervisory
control theories are especially relevant for large scale systems
and these are often combined with hierarchical control based
on abstractions. Coordination control of distributed systems
with synchronous communication was developed by the au-
thors, see [8] and the references therein, in which a coordina-
tor restricts the behavior of two or more subsystems so that,
after further control synthesis, safety and nonblockingness of
the distributed system are achieved.
In order to further decrease the complexity of control
synthesis, a multilevel coordination control framework was
proposed in [4], where a single (central) coordinator at the
top level of the standard (three-level) coordination control
was replaced by group supervisors for different group sys-
tems at the lowest level. These coordinators together with
their supervisors then form the middle (intermediate) level,
while a (single) high-level coordinator is at the top level
of the three-level coordination control. This architecture
considerably limits the computational complexity due to
relatively small event sets at the various levels.
Recently, we proposed two complementary approaches,
called top-down [4] and bottom-up [7], to multilevel super-
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visory control of discrete-event systems. We have developed
constructive results in the top-down approach of [4], where it
was shown under which conditions the maximally permissive
solution for the three-level coordination control architecture
exists, that is, the supremal three-level conditionally control-
lable languages.
In this paper, we propose a combined approach, which can
be described as a top-down design followed by a bottom-up
computation. The combined approach combines the strong
features, namely, the lower complexity of the top-down
approach with the generality of the bottom-up approach.
More specifically, we propose to complete the top-down
design of coordinators from the high-level to the bottom-level
by computing a posteriori supervisors on these coordinator
alphabets in the opposite direction, i.e., in the bottom-up
manner. The role of these supervisors is to enforce the
sufficient conditions for distributed computation presented
in [10], which are formulated as controllability and normality
on all coordinator alphabets. Note that unlike the bottom-up
approach of [7], we do not need to compute supervisors at the
higher level, but only supervisors for individual subsystems
at the lowest level are computed.
Moreover, we show that for prefix-closed languages a
posteriori supervisors do not alter maximal permissive-
ness within the three-level coordination control architecture,
i.e., the supremal three-level conditionally-controllable and
conditionally-normal languages can always be computed
in the distributed way. In the general case of non-prefix-
closed languages, we propose to compute coordinators for
nonblockingness in the bottom-up manner in addition to the
a posteriori supervisors.
This paper has the following structure. In Section II, we re-
call the basic elements of supervisory control theory together
with basic (three-level) coordination control framework. In
Section III, multilevel coordination control framework is
discussed and the strong points and drawbacks of the two
existing approaches are compared. The main results of the
paper are presented in Sections IV and V. In the former
section, it is proven that in the combined approach based on a
posteriori supervisors, the supremal three-level conditionally-
controllable and conditionally-normal languages can always
be computed in a distributed way. Then, in the latter section
concerned with the non-prefix-closed case, a formal general
procedure is presented, where a posteriori supervisors are
combined with coordinators for nonblockingness.
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II. PRELIMINARIES
This section recalls the basic results about coordination
control of partially observed DES with a single (central-
ized) coordinator. First, elementary notions and notation of
supervisory control theory are recalled. The reader is referred
to [2] for more details.
Let A be a finite nonempty set of events, and let A∗ denote
the set of all finite words over A. The empty word is denoted
by ε .
A generator is a quintuple G = (Q,A, f ,q0,Qm), where
Q is the finite nonempty set of states, A is the event set,
f : Q×A→Q is the partial transition function, q0 ∈Q is the
initial state, and Qm ⊆ Q is the set of marked states. In the
usual way, the transition function f can be extended to the
domain Q×A∗ by induction. The behavior of G is described
in terms of languages. The language generated by G is the
set L(G) = {s ∈ A∗ | f (q0,s) ∈ Q} and the language marked
by G is the set Lm(G) = {s ∈ A∗ | f (q0,s) ∈ Qm} ⊆ L(G).
A (regular) language L over an event set A is a set L⊆ A∗
such that there exists a generator G with Lm(G) = L. The
prefix closure of L is the set L = {w ∈ A∗ | there exists u ∈
A∗ such that wu ∈ L}; L is prefix-closed if L = L.
A (natural) projection P : A∗→ A∗o, for some Ao ⊆ A, is a
homomorphism defined so that P(a) = ε , for a ∈ A\Ao, and
P(a) = a, for a ∈ Ao. The inverse image of P, denoted by
P−1 : A∗o→ 2A
∗
, is defined as P−1(s) = {w ∈ A∗ | P(w) = s}.
The definitions can naturally be extended to languages. The
projection of a generator G is a generator P(G) whose behav-
ior satisfies L(P(G)) = P(L(G)) and Lm(P(G)) = P(Lm(G)).
A controlled generator with partial observations is a
structure (G,Ac,P,Γ), where G is a generator over A, Ac ⊆ A
is the set of controllable events, Au = A \Ac is the set of
uncontrollable events, P : A∗ → A∗o is the projection, and
Γ= {γ ⊆ A | Au ⊆ γ} is the set of control patterns.
A supervisor for the controlled generator (G,Ac,P,Γ) is a
map S : P(L(G))→ Γ.
A closed-loop system associated with the controlled gen-
erator (G,Ac,P,Γ) and the supervisor S is defined as the
smallest language L(S/G)⊆ A∗ such that
1) ε ∈ L(S/G) and
2) if s ∈ L(S/G), sa ∈ L(G), and a ∈ S(P(s)), then also
sa ∈ L(S/G).
The marked behavior of the closed-loop system is defined as
Lm(S/G) = L(S/G)∩Lm(G).
Let G be a generator over A, and let K ⊆ Lm(G) be a
specification. The aim of supervisory control theory is to
find a nonblocking supervisor S such that Lm(S/G) = K.
The nonblockingness means that Lm(S/G) = L(S/G), hence
L(S/G) = K. It is known that such a supervisor exists if and
only if K is
1) controllable with respect to L(G) and Au;
that is, KAu∩L⊆ K, and
2) observable with respect to L(G), Ao, and Ac;
that is, for all s ∈ K and σ ∈ Ac, if sσ /∈ K and sσ ∈
L(G), then P−1[P(s)]σ ∩K = /0, where P : A∗→ A∗o.
The synchronous product (parallel composition) of lan-
guages L1 ⊆ A∗1 and L2 ⊆ A∗2 is defined by
L1 ‖ L2 = P−11 (L1)∩P−12 (L2)⊆ A∗ ,
where Pi : A∗→ A∗i , for i= 1,2, are projections to local event
sets. In terms of generators, it is known that L(G1‖G2) =
L(G1) ‖ L(G2) and Lm(G1‖G2) = Lm(G1) ‖ Lm(G2), see [2]
for more details.
We need the following lemma, which should be obvious.
Lemma 1: For any language L ⊆ A∗ and projections P1 :
A∗ → B∗1 and P2 : A∗ → B∗2 with B2 ⊆ B1 ⊆ A, it holds that
P1(L) ‖ P2(L) = P1(L).
Let G be a generator over A, and let Q : A∗ → A∗o be a
natural projection. A language K ⊆ L(G) is normal with
respect to L(G) and Q if K = Q−1Q(K)∩L(G).
Recall that controllability is preserved by the synchronous
product. It is easy to show that the same holds for normality.
Lemma 2: For i = 1,2, . . . ,n, let Ki ⊆ Li be controllable
with respect to Li ⊆ A∗i and Ai,u, nonconflicting, and normal
with respect to Li and Qi, where Qi : A∗i → A∗i,o are natural
projections that define partial observations in subsystems.
Then ‖ni=1 Ki is controllable with respect to ‖ni=1 Li and
∪ni=1Ai,u and normal with respect to ‖ni=1 Li and Q, where
Q : (∪ni=1Ai)∗ → (∪ni=1Ai,o)∗ is the natural projection that
describes partial observations over the global alphabet.
Transitivity of controllability and normality is needed later.
Lemma 3 ([4]): Let K ⊆ L⊆M be languages over A such
that K is controllable with respect to L and Au and normal
with respect to L and Q, and L is controllable with respect
to M and Au and normal with respect to M and Q. Then K
is controllable with respect to M and Au and normal with
respect to M and Q.
Now we recall the basic notions of coordination con-
trol [8]. A language K over ∪ni=1Ai is conditionally decom-
posable with respect to alphabets (Ai)ni=1 and Ak, where
∪i6= j1≤i, j≤n(Ai∩A j)⊆ Ak ⊆ ∪ni=1A j, if
K = ‖ni=1 Pi+k(K) ,
for projections Pi+k from ∪nj=1A j to Ai∪Ak, for i= 1,2, . . . ,n.
The alphabet Ak is a coordinator alphabet and includes all
shared events:
Ash = ∪i6= j1≤i, j≤n(Ai∩A j)⊆ Ak .
This has the following well-known impact.
Lemma 4 ([3]): Let Pk : A∗→ A∗k be a projection, and let
Li be a language over Ai, for i= 1,2, . . . ,n, and let Ash ⊆ Ak.
Then Pk(‖ni=1 Li) =‖ni=1 Pk(Li).
The problem of coordination control synthesis is now
recalled.
Problem 5: Let Gi, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n, be local generators
over the event sets Ai of a modular plant G=‖ni=1 Gi, and let
Gk be a coordinator over an alphabet Ak. Let K ⊆ L(G‖Gk)
be a specification language. Assume that Ak ⊇ Ash and that
K is conditionally decomposable with respect to event sets
(Ai)ni=1 and Ak.
The overall task K is divided into the local subtasks and
the coordinator subtask, cf. [11]. The supervisor Sk for the
coordinator will guarantee that L(Sk/Gk)⊆ Pk(K). Similarly,
the supervisors Si will guarantee that L(Si/[Gi‖(Sk/Gk)])⊆
Pi+k(K), for i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
The problem is to determine the supervisors S1,S2, . . . ,Sn,
and Sk such that
‖ni=1 Lm(Si/[Gi‖(Sk/Gk)]) = K . /
The main existential result for a prefix-closed specification
K is the special case of Theorem 13 of [9] extended to
general n≥ 2.
Theorem 6: [9] Consider the setting of Problem 5. There
exist supervisors S1,S2, . . . ,Sn and Sk based on partial obser-
vations such that
‖ni=1 L(Si/[Gi‖(Sk/Gk)]) = K (1)
if and only if K is
1) conditionally controllable with respect to the genera-
tors Gi and Gk and the uncontrollable sets Ai,u and
Ak,u, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n, and
2) conditionally observable with respect to the generators
Gi andd Gk, the event sets Ai,c and Ak,c, and the
projections Qi+k and Qk from A∗i to A∗i,o, for i =
1,2, . . . ,n.
Recall that K ⊆ L(G1‖G2‖ . . .‖Gn‖Gk) is conditionally
controllable for generators G1,G2, . . . ,Gn and a coordinator
Gk and uncontrollable alphabets Ai,u, i= 1,2, . . . ,n, and Ak,u
if Pk(K) is controllable with respect to L(Gk) and Ak,u, and
Pi+k(K) is controllable with respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk(K) and
Ai+k,u = (Ai∪Ak)∩Au, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
For coordination control with partial observations, the
notion of conditional observability is of the same importance
as observability for monolithic supervisory control theory
with partial observations. We recall that the supervisors Si,
i = 1,2, . . . ,n, are supervisors based on partial observations,
because they have only information about observable events
from Ai,o and observable coordinator events Ak,o, but do not
observe events from Ai+k \ (Ai,o∪Ak,o).
A language K ⊆ L(G1‖G2‖ . . .‖Gn‖Gk) is conditionally
observable with respect to the generators Gi and Gk, control-
lable sets Ai,c and Ak,c, and projections Qi+k and Qk, where
Qi : A∗i → A∗i,o, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n, if Pk(K) is observable with
respect to L(Gk), Ak,c, Qk, and Pi+k(K) is observable with
respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk(K), Ai+k,c = Ac ∩ (Ai ∪Ak), and Qi+k,
for i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
The coordination control theory has been extended to
the non-prefix-closed case in [8]. The extension consists
in introducing coordinators for nonblockingness based on
abstractions that are natural observers. We now state an
important result from [8, Theorem 7] extended to general
n≥ 2.
Theorem 7: Consider a modular plant with local marked
languages Li = Lm(Gi)⊆ A∗i , i = 1, . . . ,n, and let projections
Pk : A∗i → (Ai ∩ Ak)∗, with shared events included in Ak,
be an Li-observer, for i = 1, . . . ,n. Define Ck as the non-
blocking generator with Lm(Ck) =‖ni=1 Pk(Li) with notation
Lk = Lm(Ck), i.e., L(Ck) = Lk = ‖ni=1 Pk(Li). Then the coordi-
nated system G ‖Ck is nonblocking, i.e., ‖ni=1 Li ‖ Lm(Ck) =
‖ni=1Li ‖ Lm(Ck).
III. THREE-LEVEL COORDINATION CONTROL
Since too many events may need to be included in the
coordinator alphabet for systems with a large number of sub-
systems, the top-down approach with three-level coordination
control has been proposed in [4].
Given a modular system G = G1‖G2‖ . . .‖Gn, the three-
level hierarchical structure depicted in Fig. 1 makes it
possible to add coordinator events only locally (to low-level
group coordinators).
The event sets of low-level groups I j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m, are
denoted by
AI j =
⋃
i∈I j Ai .
Recall that PIr denotes the projection PIr : A
∗ → A∗Ir . Then
PIr+k : A
∗ → (AIr ∪ Ak)∗ stands for the projection to the
group alphabets extended with the high-level coordinator
events. Similarly, Pj+kr+k : A
∗→ (A j∪Akr ∪Ak)∗ denotes the
projection to the alphabet A j of an automaton G j belonging
to the group Ir extended with the alphabet Akr of the group
coordinator of the low-level group Ir and the high-level
coordinator alphabet Ak.
We start by constructing Ak ⊆ Ash = ⋃k 6=lk,`∈{1,2,...,m}(AIk ∩
AI`) such that K = ‖mr=1 PIr+k(K). Note that Ash, that is,
the set of events shared by the low-level groups, is much
smaller than the set of all shared events. The reason is that
the events shared only among subsystems belonging to a
given low-level group do not count for Ash. An algorithm to
construct Ak as an extension of Ash making the first equation
of Definition 8 below hold true is described in [5].
In order to simplify the notation and definitions, we have
included in [4] into the group coordinator alphabets Ak j all
events from the global coordinator by defining Ak j := Ak j ∪
Ak, for j = 1,2, . . . ,m. This simplification enables us to use
only the group coordinators Gk j in all the definitions below,
which is more concise than using Gk j‖Gk, but we have to
bear in mind that from now on Gk j may also contain the
high-level coordinator events from other groups than I j.
Definition 8 (3-level conditional decomposability): [4]
A language K ⊆ A∗ is said to be three-level conditionally
decomposable with respect to the alphabets A1, A2, . . . , An,
the high-level coordinator alphabet Ak, and the low-level
coordinator alphabets Ak1 , Ak2 , . . . , Akm if
K = ‖mj=1 PI j+k(K) and PI j+k(K) = ‖i∈I j Pi+k j(K)
for j = 1,2, . . . ,m. /
Definition 8 makes sense, because on the right-hand side
of the second equation Pi+k j(K) includes all events from both
the group coordinator Ak j and the high-level coordinator Ak.
Problem 9 (Three-level coordination control problem):
Consider the modular system G = G1‖G2‖ . . .‖Gn along
with the three-level hierarchical structure of the subsystems
organized into groups I j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m ≤ n, on the low
level. The synchronous products ‖i∈I j Gi, j = 1,2, . . . ,m,
Gk
over Ak
Gk1
over Ak1
Gk2
over Ak2
. . . . . .
Gkm
over Akm
G1 ‖ . . . Gi1‖
Group I1
Gi1+1 ‖ . . . Gi2‖
Group I2
Gim−1+1 ‖. . . Gim‖
Group Im
Fig. 1. The multilevel control architecture under consideration.
then represent the m high-level systems. The coordinators
Gk j are associated to groups of subsystems {Gi | i ∈ I j},
j = 1,2, . . . ,m. The three-level coordination control problem
consists in synthesizing the supervisor Si for every low-level
system Gi, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, and the high-level supervisor Sk j
supervising the group coordinator Gk j , j = 1,2, . . . ,m, such
that the specification K =K⊆ L(G) is met by the closed-loop
system, i.e.,
‖mj=1‖i∈I j L(Si/[Gi‖(Sk j/Gk j)]) = K . /
Low level (group) coordinators Gk j , j = 1,2, . . . ,m, are
computed using Algorithm 1 below. Recall that due to the
Algorithm 1 Computation of the group coordinators.
For a specification K, the coordinator Gk j of the j-th group
of subsystems {Gi | i ∈ I j} is computed as follows.
1) Set Ak j =
⋃k 6=`
k,`∈I j(Ak ∩A`) to be the set of all shared
events of systems from the group I j.
2) Extend Ak j so that PIr+k(K) is conditional decompos-
able with respect to (Ai)i∈I j and Ak j , for instance using
a method described in [5].
3) Set the coordinator equal to Gk j = ‖ni=1Pk j(Gi).
extension of Ak j by high-level coordinator events, Ak ⊆ Ak j ,
hence L(Gk)‖L(Gk j) of [6] is reduced to L(Gk j). Indeed,
by our choice of the coordinators, L(Gk)‖L(Gk j) = Pk(L) ‖
Pk j(L) = Pk j(L) = L(Gk j), where L=‖ni=1 L(Gi) is the global
plant language and the second equality holds by Lemma 1.
Therefore, instead of the low-level coordinators Gk j , j =
1,2, . . . ,m, for subsystems belonging to the individual groups
{Gi | i ∈ I j} and the high-level coordinators Gk that coordi-
nate the different groups, we are using only the low-level
(group) coordinators Gk j , but over larger alphabets compared
to [6].
Since the only known condition ensuring that the projected
generator is smaller than the original one is the observer
property [13] we might need to further extend the alphabets
Ak j so that the projection Pk j is an L(Gi)-observer, for all
i ∈ I j.
The key concept is the following.
Definition 10 ([6]): Consider the setting and notations
of Problem 9, and let Gk be a coordinator. A language
K ⊆ L(‖ni=1 Gi) is three-level conditionally controllable with
respect to the generators G1, G2, . . . , Gn, the local alphabets
A1, A2, . . . , An, the low-level coordinator alphabets Ak1 ,
Ak2 , . . . , Akm , and the uncontrollable alphabet Au if for all
j = 1,2, . . . ,m
1) Pk j(K) is controllable with respect to L(Gk j) and Ak j ,u,
2) Pi+k j(K) is controllable with respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(K)
and Ai+k j ,u, for all i ∈ I j. /
For the sake of brevity, K will be called three-level
conditionally controllable with respect to Gi, i ∈ I`, and Gk` ,
where some sets are not referenced.
For multilevel systems with partial observations, three-
level conditionally observability, cf. [10], is needed. Unfortu-
nately, it is not closed under language unions and, therefore,
three-level conditional normality has been proposed in [10],
where it is shown that the supremal three-level conditionally
normal language always exists.
Definition 11: A language K ⊆ L(‖ni=1 Gi) is three-level
conditionally normal with respect to the generators G1, G2,
. . . , Gn, the local alphabets A1, A2, . . . , An, the low-level co-
ordinator alphabets Ak1 , Ak2 , . . . , Akm , and the corresponding
natural projections if for all j = 1,2, . . . ,m
1) Pk j(K) is normal with respect to L(Gk j) and Qk j ,
2) Pi+k j(K) is normal with respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(K) and
Qi+k j , for all i ∈ I j. /
The computation of the supremal three-level conditionally
controllable and conditionally normal sublanguage of K,
denoted by supmcCN(K,L,A,Q), has been studied in [10].
We have shown that under some controllability and normality
conditions on all coordinator alphabets it can be computed
in a distributed way based on the following languages corre-
sponding to supervisors for low-level group coordinators and
local supervisors for individual subsystems, respectively. For
all j = 1,2, . . . ,m and i ∈ I j,
supCNk j = supCN(Pk j(K),L(Gk j),Ak j ,u,Qk j) (1)
supCNi+k j = supCN(Pi+k j(K),L(Gi)‖supCNk j ,Ai+k j ,u,Qi+k j)
where supCN(K,L,Au,Q) denotes the supremal sublanguage
of K controllable with respect to L and Au and normal with
respect to L and the natural projection Q, see [2].
As in the centralized coordination, the following inclusion
always holds true.
Lemma 12: For all j = 1,2, . . . ,m and for all i ∈ I j, we
have that P
i+k j
k j
(supCNi+k j)⊆ supCNk j .
Proof: The proof follows immediately from the defini-
tion of supCNi+k j . Indeed, we have that P
i+k j
k j
(supCNi+k j)⊆
supCNk j , because supCNk j is part of the plant language of
supCNi+k j over the alphabet Ak j .
We recall the notation for the closed-loop corresponding to
group I j, i.e. supcCN j = ‖i∈I j supCNi+k j for j = 1,2, . . . ,m.
The main result of [10] is now recalled.
Theorem 13 ([10]): Consider Problem 9 and the lan-
guages defined in (1). For j = 1,2, . . . ,m and i ∈ I j, let the
languages P
i+k j
k j
(supCNi+k j) be controllable with respect to
L(Gk j) and Ak j ,u, and normal with respect to L(Gk j) and Qk j ,
and let P
I j
k (supcCN j) be controllable with respect to L(Gk)
and Ak,u, and normal with respect to L(Gk) and Qk. Then
supmcCN(K,L,A,Q) = ‖mj=1‖i∈I j supCNi+k j .
IV. COMBINED APPROACH TO MULTILEVEL
COORDINATION CONTROL OF MODULAR DES
Recently, we have proposed two different constructive
approaches to multilevel supervisory control: bottom-up [7]
and top-down [4]. Bottom-up approach relies only on orig-
inal notions of conditional decomposability and conditional
controllability of the specification language, while top-down
approach requires the specification to be conditionally de-
composable and conditionally controllable with respect to
the multilevel architecture. In the top-down approach, the
specification is decomposed a priori in the top-down manner:
firstly, with respect to the high-level coordinator alphabet
and then with respect to the group coordinators for all low-
level groups of subsystems. The advantage of the top-down
approach is that, for prefix-closed specifications, the compu-
tation at the lowest level consists in constructing supervisors
for individual subsystems and no further computation at the
higher level is needed.
However, the least restrictive supervisors can only be
computed under some conditions. We have presented in [4]
the sufficient conditions for distributed computation of full
observation supervisors yielding the maximally permissive
solution in the three-level hierarchical control architecture.
This condition has been generalized in [10] in two directions:
to partial observations and to weaker sufficient conditions
for the distributed computation of local supervisors assisted
by coordinators. These weaker sufficient conditions are
homogeneous, i.e., they are both formulated in terms of
controllability and normality for both hierarchical interfaces:
between the low level and the middle level and between the
middle level and the top level.
In this section all languages are assumed to be prefix-
closed. In the general case with non-prefix-closed speci-
fications, the individual supervisors of the groups can be
conflicting and also the group supervisors on the higher level
might be conflicting. Therefore, additional coordinators for
nonblocking should be constructed at all levels, which is
presented in the next section.
To conclude, the main drawback of the top-down approach
is the lack of generality: the blocking issue and the restrictive
conditions for a distributed computation of the maximally
permissive solution: supremal three-level conditionally con-
trollable sublanguages.
In this paper, we propose a combined approach that can
be described as a top-down decomposition followed by a
bottom-up computation. This proposed approach combines
the strong features of both approaches, namely the low
complexity of the top-down approach with the generality of
the bottom-up approach that enables effective synthesis of
both a posteriori supervisors to make sufficient conditions
for distributed computation of supervisors hold and of coor-
dinators for nonblocking.
It is then natural to impose controllability and normality of
low-level supervisors with respect to group coordinators and
also controllability and normality of group supervisors with
respect to the high coordinator at the very top level. In this
paper, we will show that these supervisors can be synthesized
in the bottom-up manner, i.e., we start with the supervisors
on coordinator alphabets of each low-level group.
In the case that controllability of the projected low-level
supervisors with respect to the group coordinators and/or
controllability of projected group supervisors with respect
to the top coordinator from Theorem 13 do not hold, a
posteriori supervisors on respective coordinator alphabets can
be synthesized to make these conditions hold.
We will show that both a posteriori supervisors and
coordinators for nonblocking can be computed in the bottom-
up manner. This is the main message of this paper: first,
we perform a top-down design of coordinators based on
two-level decomposition of the specification and this top-
down design is followed by a bottom-up computation of a
posteriori supervisors and coordinators for nonblocking.
It is easy to shown that the language ‖mj=1‖i∈I j supCNi+k j
of Theorem 13 further restricted by a posteriori supervisors
will always satisfy all controllability and normality condi-
tions required in Theorem 13. It appears that controllability
and normality conditions on the low-level coordinator al-
phabets and on the high-level coordinator alphabet can be
imposed by a posteriori supervisors defined a follows.
We first compute a posteriori supervisors on the low-level
coordinator alphabets Ak j , j = 1,2, . . . ,m, by˜supCNk j = ∩i∈I j supCN(Pk j(supCNi+k j),L(Gk j),Ak j ,u,Qk j).
(2)
This supervisor will guarantee controllability and normality
with respect to the group coordinator alphabets as required
in Theorem 13. It should be noticed that˜supCNk j = supCN(Pk j(‖i∈I j supCNi+k j),L(Gk j),Ak j ,u,Qk j),
(3)
but the former distributed form is more suitable for compu-
tation of a posteriori supervisors ˜supCNk j on group coordi-
nator alphabets because of obvious complexity reasons. Oth-
erwise stated, the a posteriori supervisors can be distributed
and their roles consist simply in replacing local supervisors
for individual subsystems Gi at the lowest level: supCNi+k j
by
supCNi+k j ‖ ˜supCNk j = (4)
supCNi+k j ‖∩i∈I j supCN(Pk j(supCNi+k j),L(Gk j)).
Moreover, we show in Theorem 14 that the restriction
induced by the supervisor does alter maximal permissiveness.
Then we compute the a posteriori supervisor on the high-
level coordinator alphabet by˜supCNk = supCN(Pk(‖mj=1 supcCN j),L(Gk),Ak,u,Qk),
where supcCN j =‖i∈I j supCNi+k j ‖ ˜supCNk j is the resulting
group supervisor. The supervisor ˜supCNk will guarantee
controllability and normality with respect to the high-level
coordinator L(Gk).
Note that it is easy to see that ˜supCNk can be computed
in the modular way as follows:˜supCNk =‖mj=1 supCN(Pk(supcCN j),L(Gk),Ak,u,Qk) (5)
This is a very special case of modular control with multi-
ple prefix-closed specifications [12] for a single plant Gk.
Therefore it follows from the assumption that all languages
involved are prefix-closed, hence the languages in the in-
tersection are trivially nonconflicting, which is required for
preserving normality and controllability under intersection.
It can be shown that the language M further restricted
by these supervisors will always satisfy all controllability
and normality conditions required in Theorem 13. Somewhat
surprisingly, it can be shown that these a posteriori super-
visors do not alter another important property: supremality.
The result below shows that the solution is still minimally
restrictive with respect to our two level coordination control
architecture, which is formally shown in the second inclusion
of the proof.
Theorem 14: Consider the setting of Theorem 13. Then
supmcCN(K,L,A,Q)
= (‖mj=1 (‖i∈I j supCNi+k j) ‖ ˜supCNk j) ‖ ˜supCNk
where a posteriori supervisors ˜supCNk j and ˜supCNk are
defined in equations (2) and (5), respectively.
Proof: For simplicity, denote supmcCN(K,L,A,Q) =
supmcCN, and let us use the notation
M j = supcCN j = ‖i∈I j supCNi+k j ‖ ˜supCNk j
for the resulting language of the (centralized) coordination
control for each group I j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m. We denote
M = ‖mj=1 M j ‖ ˜supCNk .
Hence, we need to show that supmcCN =‖mj=1 M j.
In order to show the inclusion M ⊆ supmcCN, it suffices
to prove that M is three-level conditionally controllable and
conditionally normal with respect to Gi, i ∈ I`, and Gk` ,
for ` = 1,2, . . . ,m. Then, since both M and supmcCN are
sublanguages of K, and supmcCN is the supremal one having
these properties, it will follow that M ⊆ supmcCN.
For items 1 of three-level conditional controllability and
conditional normality, we show that, for any j = 1,2, . . . ,m,
M j is conditionally controllable and conditionally normal
with respect to Gi, i ∈ I j, L(Gk j), Ak j ,u, and Qk j . First, note
that
Pk j(M) = Pk j(‖m`=1 M` ‖ ˜supCNk) =
Pk j(M j) ‖‖ 6`= j`=1,2,...,m Pk j(M`) ‖ ˜supCNk
because Ak j ⊇ Ak and Ak j contains all shared events in
the composition. Moreover, Pk j(M j) = Pk j(‖i∈I j supCNi+k j ‖˜supCNk j) = ∩i∈I j Pk j(supCNi+k j) ∩ ˜supCNk j , because of
Lemma 4 and the fact that Ak j contains all shared events
of subsystems of the group I j).
It is then easy to see that Pk j(M j) = ˜supCNk j is control-
lable and normal with respect to L(Gk j), Ak j ,u and Qk j . We
now show M j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m, are conditionally controllable
and conditionally normal with respect to their groups Gi,
i ∈ I j, and Gk j .
Since the distributivity holds due to Lemma 4, Pi+k j(M j)=
Pi+k j(‖i′∈I j supCNi′+k j ‖ ˜supCNk j) = ‖i′∈I j Pk j(supCNi′+k j) ‖˜supCNk j = supCNi+k j ‖ ‖i 6=i′i′∈I j Pk j(supCNi′+k j) ‖ ˜supCNk j .
Observe that
Pi+k j(M j) = supCNi+k j ‖ Pk j(M j) ,
since supCNi+k j ‖ Pk j(‖i′∈I j supCNi′+k j ‖ ˜supCNk j) =
supCNi+k j ‖ ‖i′∈I j Pk j(supCNi′+k j) ‖ ˜supCNk j = supCNi+k j ‖
‖i6=i′i′∈I j Pk j(supCNi′+k j) ‖ ˜supCNk j = Pi+k j(M j).
Therefore, by Lemma 2, Pi+k j(M j) is controllable and
normal with respect to [L(Gi) ‖ supCNk j ] ‖Pk j(M j)= L(Gi) ‖
Pk j(M j), where the last equality is by the fact that Pk j(M j)⊆
supCNk j , for any j = 1,2, . . . ,m and i ∈ I j.
Altogether, M j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m, are conditionally control-
lable and conditionally normal with respect to their groups
Gi, i ∈ I j, and Gk j .
Furthermore, for `= 1,2, . . . ,m, ` 6= j,
Pk j(M`) = Pk(M`) , (6)
because M`⊆A∗I` , Ak ⊆Ak j ⊆AI j ∪Ak, AI j ∩AI` ⊆Ak, whence
Ak j ∩AI` = Ak ∩AI` .
Now, we have Pk(M`) ‖ ˜supCNk = Pk(‖i∈I` supCNi+k` ‖˜supCNk` ‖ ˜supCNk =‖ ˜supCNk.
This is because˜supCNk =‖mj=1 supCN(Pk(supcCN j),L(Gk),Ak,u,Qk) (7)
=‖mj=1 supCN(Pk(‖i∈I j ˜supCNi+k j),L(Gk),Ak,u,Qk)
(8)
=‖mj=1 ∩i∈I j supCN(Pk( ˜supCNi+k j),L(Gk),Ak,u,Qk) .
Therefore, Pk(M`) ‖ ˜supCNk = ˜supCNk are controllable
and normal with respect to L(Gk), Ak,u, and Qk, for ` =
1,2, . . . ,m.
Altogether, in accordance with Lemma 2, we obtain that
Pk j(M) = ‖m`=1 Pk j(M`) ‖ Pk j( ˜supCNk) = Pk j(M j) ‖‖ 6`= j`=1,2,...,m
Pk j(M`) ‖ ˜supCNk is controllable and normal with respect
to L(Gk j) ‖‖ L(Gk). We recall that L(Gk j) ‖ L(Gk) = L(Gk j).
Therefore, Pk j(M) is controllable with respect to L(Gk j) and
Ak j ,u, and normal with respect to L(Gk j) and Qk j . This shows
items 1 of both three-level conditional controllability and
conditional normality.
In order to show item 2 of three-level conditional con-
trollability and conditional normality, it must be shown that
Pi+k j(M) = Pi+k j(‖m`=1 M` ‖ ˜supCNk) is controllable with
respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(M) and Ai+k j ,u, and normal with
respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(M) and Qi+k j . Note that Pk j(M) =
Pk j(M j) ‖‖ 6`= j`=1,2,...,m Pk j(M`) ‖ ˜supCNk, because due to Ak j ⊆
Ak we have Pk j( ˜supCNk = ˜supCNk.
In a similar way as above, we get
Pi+k j(M) = Pi+k j(M j) ‖‖ 6`= j`=1,2,...,m Pi+k j(M`) ‖ Pi+k j( ˜supCNk)
= Pi+k j(M j) ‖‖ 6`= j`=1,2,...,m Pk j(M`) ‖ ˜supCNk
since, for j 6= `, AI j ∩AI` ⊆ Ak ⊆ Ak j fulfills the requirements
of Lemma 4, which justifies the first equation. Moreover, it
also implies that Pi+k j(M`) = Pk(M`) = Pk j(M`), see equa-
tion (6), which justifies the second equation. Furthermore,
from above We recall at this point that M j are conditionally
controllable and conditionally normal with respect to their
groups Gi, i ∈ I j, the group coordinators L(Gk j), whence
for all j = 1,2, . . . ,m and for all i ∈ I j we have that we
have that Pi+k j(M j) are controllable and normal with respect
to L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(M j), Ai+k j ,u, and Qi+k j . It is obvious that
languages Pk j(M`) for `= 1,2, . . . ,m, ` 6= j, are controllable
and normal with respect to themselves. Finally, ˜supCNk is
controllable normal with respect to itself.
Therefore, according to Lemma 2, Pi+k j(M) is
controllable and normal with respect to [L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(M j)] ‖
‖ 6`= j`=1,2,...,mPk j(M`) ‖ ˜supCNk = L(Gi) ‖ ‖m`=1Pk j(M`) ‖˜supCNk = L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(‖m`=1M`) ‖ ˜supCNk = L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(M),
Ai+k j ,u, and Qi+k j , which was to be shown. Note that
distributivity Pi+k j(‖m`=1 M`) = ‖m`=1 Pi+k j(M`) holds true
in accordance with Lemma 4, because Ai+k j contains Ai+k
and Ai+k contains all shared events of languages Pi+k j(M`)
over their respective alphabets AI`+i, ` = 1,2, . . . ,m. More
precisely, for i ∈ I j we have that
AI`+i =
{
AI j if `= j
AI` otherwise
The converse supmcCN ⊆ (‖mj=1 (‖i∈I j supCNi+k j) ‖˜supCNk j) ‖ supCN′k will be proven by showing that for all
j = 1,2, . . . ,m and for all i ∈ I j,
Pi+k j(supmcCN)⊆ supCNi+k j ‖ ˜supCNk j ‖ supCN′k . (9)
According to the definition of synchronous product, Eq. 9
is equivalent to three separate inclusions
(i) Pi+k j(supmcCN)⊆ supCNi+k j
(ii) Pi+k j(supmcCN)⊆ (P
i+k j
k j
)−1 ˜supCNk j
(iii) Pi+k j(supmcCN)⊆ (P
i+k j
k )
−1supCN′k
The first inclusion is not hard to see. Indeed, from
the definitions of conditional controllability and conditional
normality, Pi+k j(supmcCN) is controllable and normal with
respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(supmcCN), Ai+k j ,u, and Qi+k j . Fur-
thermore, L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(supmcCN) is controllable and normal
with respect to L(Gi) ‖ supCNk j , Ai+k j ,u, and Qi+k j , because
Pk j(supmcCN) being controllable and normal with respect
to L(Gk j) is also controllable and normal with respect to
the smaller language supCNk j ⊆ L(Gk j). Therefore, using
transitivity of controllability and normality (Lemma 3),
Pi+k j(supmcCN) is controllable and normal with respect to
L(Gi) ‖ supCNk j , Ai+k j ,u and Qi+k j .
The proof of the other two inclusions is more in-
volved. First, note that (ii) is equivalent to the inclusion
P
i+k j
k j
Pi+k j(supmcCN)⊆ ˜supCNk j , and that Pk j(supmcCN)=
P
i+k j
k j
Pi+k j(supmcCN). Hence, it is equivalent to the inclu-
sion Pk j(supmcCN)⊆ ˜supCNk j . We recall at this point that˜supCNk j = ‖i∈I j supCN(Pk j(supCNi+k j),L(Gk j),Ak j ,u,Qk j).
By the definition of the three-level conditionally control-
lable and normal languages, Pk j(supmcCN) is control-
lable with respect to L(Gk j) and normal with respect to
L(Gk j) and Qk j . Clearly, Pk j(supmcCN) ⊆ Pk j(K). Now,
supCN(Pk j(supCNi+k j),L(Gk j),Ak j ,u,Qk j) is the supremal
sublanguage of Pk j(supCNi+k j), which is controllable and
normal with respect to L(Gk j) and Qk j . Hence, we obtain that
Pk j(supmcCN) ⊆ ˜supCNk j provided Pk j(supmcCN) is also
a sublanguage of Pk j(supCNi+k j). Thus, it remains to show
that Pk j(supmcCN)⊆Pk j(supCNi+k j). However, it holds that
Pi+k j(supmcCN)⊆ supCNi+k j , because Pi+k j(supmcCN) is,
by definition of the three-level conditionally controllable and
normal languages, a sublanguage of Pi+k j(K) that is control-
lable and normal with respect to L(Gi) ‖ Pk j(supmcCN) and
Qk j , i.e., it is by transitivity of Lemma 3 (and the fact that
the synchronous product preserve both controllability and
normality for nonconflicting languages) controllable and nor-
mal with respect to L(Gi) ‖ L(Gk j) and Qk j . Since supCNk j ⊆
L(Gk j), we obtain that Pi+k j(supmcCN) is controllable and
normal with respect to L(Gi) ‖ supCNk j and Qk j . Therefore,
Pi+k j(supmcCN) has to be included in supCNi+k j , which is
the supremal sublanguage of Pi+k j(K) that is controllable and
normal with respect to L(Gi) ‖ supCNk j and Qk j .
Finally, inclusion (iii) can be shown using the same
arguments as in (ii).
V. GENERAL CASE: A POSTERIORI SUPERVISORS
COMBINED WITH COORDINATORS FOR NONBLOCKING
In the previous section we have shown that a posteriori
supervisors enable us to compute maximally permissive su-
pervisors for our three-level coordination control architecture
whenever there is no problem with blocking, e.g., in the
prefix-closed case. It is clear from Theorem 14 that first the
a posteriori supervisors on the group coordinator alphabets˜supCNk j are computed and then the a posteriori supervisor˜supCNk on the high-level coordinator alphabet is computed.
Otherwise stated, the computation of the a posteriori su-
pervisors goes in the bottom-up way. The computation of
these supervisors is necessary for obtaining the maximally
permissive solution, i.e., the supremal three-level condition-
ally controllable and conditionally-normal sublanguage of
the specification if the sufficient condition of Theorem 13
does not hold.
In the general case, local supervisors supCNi+k j , i ∈ I j,
for at least one group I j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m, are conflicting
and/or the resulting group supervisors at the higher level
are conflicting. This issue can be solved by computing
coordinators for nonblockingness that we have presented
in [8] for the basic coordination control architecture with
a single (centralized) coordinator that can now be qualified
as the two-level coordination control architecture.
It appears then natural to combine the bottom-up computa-
tion of a posteriori supervisors with the bottom-up computa-
tion of coordinators for nonblockingness, which is proposed
in this section. First of all, it should be noted that, unlike
the prefix-closed case, we do not have a general distributed
procedure to compute the supremal conditionally controllable
and normal languages. We have shown in [8] that, for the
two-level coordination control architecture, the maximally
permissive solutions for non-prefix-closed languages can
be computed in a similar distributed way if the optimal
supervisor for the coordinator is included in the optimal local
supervisors projected to the coordinator alphabet: supCk ⊆
Pk(supCi+k) for all local supervisors i. We recall at this
point that the opposite inclusion is always true and if the
equality supCk ⊆ Pk(supCi+k) does not hold, one may still
compute local supervisors supCi+k as described in [8], but
the maximal permissiveness cannot be guaranteed.
Moreover, the typical issue with non-prefix-closed lan-
guages is that the local supervisors supCNi+k j , i ∈ I j, af-
ter the application of the a posteriori group supervisors˜supCNk j are conflicting in general, which corresponds to
the blocking case. Let us recall that group supervisors for
groups j = 1,2, . . . ,m are computed as follows, cf. Eq. 3:˜supCNk j = ‖i∈I j supCN(Pk j(supCNi+k j),L(Gk j). We pro-
pose to apply Theorem 7 to all groups j = 1,2, . . . ,m, where
supCNi+k j ‖ ˜supCNk j , i ∈ I j, denoted by ˜supCNi+k j , are
blocking. Namely, we have to extend the alphabets Ak j so
that the observer conditions of Theorem 7 are met. Namely,
we need to extend the alphabets Ak j so that Pk j : (Ai+k j)
∗→
(Ak j)∗ be ˜supCNi+k j -observer, for all i ∈ I j.
The group coordinators for nonblockingness can now be
computed as follows
Ck j = supCN(‖i∈I j Pk j( ˜supCNi+k j), (10)
‖i∈I j Pk j( ˜supCNi+k j),Ak j ,u,Qk j) .
This means that the final nonblocking supervisor for the
group j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is given by ‖i∈I j ˜supCNi+k j ‖ Ck j and
we denote it by N j.
Similarly as within the low-level groups, it may happen
that for K that is not prefix-closed, the languages resulting
from the group supervisors N j ⊆ AI j , j = 1,2, . . . ,m, are
conflicting, thus leading to blocking. Then, Theorem 7 can
be used again. This means that we extend the high-level
coordinator alphabet Ak so that the observer conditions of
Theorem 7 is satisfied. A high-level coordinator for non-
blockingness is then defined by
Ck = supCN(‖mj=1 Pk(N j),‖mj=1 Pk(N j),Ak,u,Qk) , (11)
where Ak is the extension of the original (for safety) high
level coordinator such that Pk : A∗I j → (AI j ∩ Ak)∗, be N j-
observer, for all j = 1, . . . ,m.
Now we are ready to formally propose the combined
approach consisting in the following top-down design of
coordinators followed by the bottom-up computations of a
posteriori supervisors and coordinators for nonblockingness.
The combined approach is formalized in Procedure 2
below. The organizations of subsystems into a hierarchical
structure with low-level groups is assumed to be given.
We have shown in previous sections that, for prefix-closed
languages, Procedure 2 yields the supremal three-level con-
ditionally controllable and conditionally normal sublanguage
of K. This cannot be guaranteed in the general case, however,
we have a distributive and hierarchical (sometimes referred
to as heterarchical) way to compute a safe (although possibly
not maximally permissive) and nonblocking supervisor.
We note that the computational complexity of all steps in
Procedure 2 is polynomial in fairly small parameters (number
of states and events of subsystems combined with coordi-
nators) provided the projection to all coordinator alphabets
satisfy the observer condition, in which case there is no
problem with possibly an exponential size of the projected
generators, and these are guaranteed to be smaller than the
non-projected generators.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed a new general approach to coordination
control of DES with partial observations. The approach
combines the advantages of both the top-down and the
bottom-up approaches proposed earlier. It consists in a top-
down computation of coordinators (first a high-level coor-
dinator is computed and then the group coordinators are
computed) followed by the computation of supervisors at
the lowest level (for individual subsystems) and, finally, the
a posteriori supervisors and coordinators for nonblockingness
are computed in a bottom-up manner.
Procedure 2 The combined approach
1) Extend the shared alphabet Ash to high-level coordina-
tor alphabet Ak ⊇ Ash such that K = ‖mr=1 PIr+k(K).
2) Construct the high-level coordinator Gk = Pk(‖mr=1 Lhir )
and set Lk = L(Gk).
3) For all low-level groups I j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m, extend
the shared event sets of groups Ash, j to low-level
coordinator alphabets Ak j ⊇ Ash, j so that PI j+k(K) =
‖i∈I j Pi+k j(K).
4) Construct the coordinators for low-level groups, that
is, Gk j = ‖`∈I j Pk j(G`) and set Lk j = L(Gk j).
5) Compute the supervisors supCNk j = supCN(Pk j(K),
L(Gk j),Ak j ,u,Qk j) for group coordinators L(Gk j), j =
1,2, . . . ,m.
6) Compute supervisors supCNi+k j = supCN(Pi+k j(K),
L(Gi) ‖ supCNk j ,Ai+k j ,u,Qi+k j) for subsystems i ∈ I j
and for all groups I j, j = 1,2, . . . ,m.
7) Compute the a posteriori supervisors ˜supCNk j =
∩i∈I j supCN(Pk j(supCNi+k j),L(Gk j),Ak j ,u,Qk j) for all
groups j = 1,2, . . . ,m.
8) For all groups j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m} such that ˜supCNi+k j :=
supCNi+k j‖ ˜supCNk j , for i ∈ I j, are conflicting (cf.
Eq. (4)), compute the group coordinators for nonblock-
ingness using Eq. (10), that is, Ck j = supCN(‖i∈I j
Pk j( ˜supCNi+k j),‖i∈I j Pk j( ˜supCNi+k j),Ak j ,u,Qk j), and
set Ck j = A
∗
k j for all groups, where
˜supCNi+k j are not
conflicting. Then the language N j = ‖i∈I j ˜supCNi+k j ‖
Ck j is the resulting nonblocking supervisor for the
group j.
9) Compute the a posteriori supervisor ˜supCNk at the
high-level (cf. Eq. 5).
10) If the languages N j ‖ ˜supCNk are conflicting, then
compute the high-level coordinator for nonblocking
Ck using Eq. (11), i.e. Ck = supCN(‖mj=1 Pk(N j),‖mj=1
Pk(N j),Ak,u,Qk) and set Ck = A∗k if the languages N j ‖˜supCNk are not conflicting.
11) Set N j ‖ ˜supCNk ‖ Ck as the final closed-loop of the
three-level coordination control based on the combined
approach.
The main advantage of the approach is that it combines
the main advantage of the top-down approach—the possi-
bility to compute local supervisors only for the individual
subsystems—with the generality offered by the bottom-
up approach that has namely enabled to leave out the
restrictive conditions for being able to compute maximally
permissive solutions in a distributed way and to leave out
the nonconflictingness assumptions owing to the bottom-
up computation of coordinators for nonblockingness. In the
near future, we plan to apply the combined approach to
discrete-event models of large scale systems stemming from
manufacturing and traffic systems. We recall that recently a
weaker condition than normality, called relative observability,
was proposed for monolithic partially observed DES, cf. [1].
It is possible to introduce a distributed version of relative
observability, conditional relative observability [9] and use it
in our multilevel architecture instead of normality.
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